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Connective Tissue and 
Bodypsychotherapy

Biological Foundations of Bodypsychotherapy with early 
Traumatization – Clinical Observations and Theoretical 
Implications 
With Will Davis, USA 
Englischer Workshop mit deutscher Übersetzung

Functional Analyzis is a modern approach of body psychotherapy, developed by the 
American Psychologist Will Davis. Working with the connective tissue system it 
plays a central role in stimulating the natural self-regulation of the organism. With 
the Points & Positions touch technique, Will Davis has developed a gentle, body-
based method to non-invasively help people with early developmental trauma to 
improve their emotion regulation and ability to relate to themselves and their envi-
ronment. In the workshop, Will Davis will present the main theory and concepts of 
his body psychotherapy work with connective tissue and illustrate them with a case 
study of a patient with schizoid personality disorder. 

The following topics will be covered in the workshop:

• An elaboration and deepening of Wilhelm Reich‘s model of character and body 
armor on the basis of modern connective tissue research

• The importance of connective tissue work in Body Psychotherapy
• Use of connective tissue‘s structure and functions to stimulate self-relationship 

and biological-energetic collective movement
• Case studies on the psycho-physiological changes that can be achieved through 

connective tissue work

Will Davis (1943) is an American psychologist and body psychotherapist. He is the 
founder of „Functional Analysis,“ a modern approach to body psychotherapy. The 
examination of the biological basis of schizoid character structures and the develop-
ment of body-based methods in psychotherapy with early disturbed people are 
important foci of his work. www.functionalanalysis.org


